
Orchard Lea Year 5 Curriculum Outline 2021-2022    

History  A local history study over time : From WW1 to present day in our 

local area 

The achievements of the early civilisations: The Ancient 

Egyptians 

Geography Natural Disasters: Mountains, Earthquakes and Volcanoes  A European study- France 

Science Forces and Properties and changes of materials Earth and Space and Living things and their habitats Animals including humans and Puberty and Sex education 

DT Design and make a shelter (construction)  

Make a working volcano  

Framed circuit picture (electronics)  

Evacuee label (textiles)  

 

Art Rangoli patterns 

Clay Divali lamps and nativity figures  

Space Paintings -Artist Study- Peter Thorne   

Blitz paintings  

Cut outs - Artist Study- Matisse  

Art related to Egyptians 

MFL Dates and times and Sports The town and directions Food and drink and Tour de France 

Music Listen to Me Listen to Me  Listen to Me  

Computing How networks work, tracing and connecting the internet, web 

searches 

E Safety 

Scratch-Counting Machine 

Create your own website using PowerPoint and hyperlinks  

Scratch- Crab maze 

3D modelling- Google sketch up 

How blogs are used and adding posts to blog. 

Scratch- Primary Games maker 

Scratch -Plan and create a clock 

Stop motion animations 

RE Light and The Magi Water and The Events of Holy Week Jesus’ disciples and Ideas about God 

PE Indoor athletics (Multiskills) 

Swimming  

Gymnastics (Matching, mirror and contrast) 

Target sports (Tri Golf) 

Health related fitness  (Circuit) 

Invasion games (Hockey) 

Dance (Space) 

Invasion games (Tag Rugby) 

Gymnastics (Synchronisation and cannon) 

Net and wall (Badminton) 

Sports day practise   (Multiskills) 

Striking and fielding (Cricket) 

PSHCE  Relationships 

Managing friendships and peer influence  

Physical contact and feeling safe  

Responding respectfully to a wide range of people 

Living in the wider world 

Protecting the environment 

Compassion towards others  

How information online is targeted 

Health and well being 

Healthy sleep habits 

Sun safety 

Medicines, vaccinations, immunisations and allergies 

 Concept: Survival Concepts: Sacrifice Concepts: Viewpoint 



Recognising prejudice and discrimination Different media types, their role and impact  

Identifying job interests and aspirations 

What influences career choices 

Workplace stereotypes 

Physical and emotional changes in puberty 

External genitalia 

Personal hygiene routines 

Support with puberty 

Keeping safe in different situations, including responding in 

emergencies 

First aid  

 


